INTRODUCTION

54
Changes in the composition of diversity in space and time, along with richness, abundance and 
59
Compositional change is not only relevant to species diversity, but to other levels of biological 
91
The applied value of zeta diversity has to date also been shown in particular cases, for species retention rate using the zeta ratio, which quantifies relative rate of turnover in rare and 100 common species. Zeta diversity is one among several developments in the field (e.g. Baselga
101
2010, 2013). While recognizing these developments, the aim here is not to contrast them, but 102 rather to enable ecologists to further explore the structurally novel value and ecological insights 103 provided by zeta diversity (Appendix S1 provides an illustrative approach). course no information to be gained by expressing it for orders beyond this.
129
All analyses were performed using the zetadiv package V. envisaged for more specific applications.
158
The choice of the data pathway, i.e. the combination of data structure and data sub-159 sampling scheme, will affect the outcome and is therefore important to consider a priori to 160 ensure selection of the most appropriate pathway for the data and hypothesis of interest.
162
Data
163
Ten datasets were used to demonstrate the application of zeta diversity and represent a range of 164 taxa, levels of biological organisation and spatial or temporal scales (Table 1 ). The data sets also 165 encompass a broad range of OTU richness (39 to 1804) and numbers of cases (< 20 to >1000).
166
Each data set was structured as an OTU by case matrix with non-zero marginal totals. Singletons Mountains, spanning 480 -1700 m a.s.l. (39 tree species at 11 'sites' or elevational bands) ( Table   180 5 in Whittaker 1956 ) (referred to from here on as the data set 'Trees', see Table 1 ).
181
Three different Australian bird datasets were used ( Table 1 ).
207
The 'Soil metagenome' data set was generated from twelve, 5 ml soil samples taken as an 
225
In datasets where a large proportion of the OTUs are shared by the majority of cases (and 226 where the value of zeta would therefore be high at high orders), it may be appropriate to consider 
245
As a departure point, we used Whittaker's (1956) tree data to show how traditional 246 pairwise decline using Jaccard similarity compared with the decline in zeta diversity for n-sites,
[Note that only in this particular and simple case of a one-dimensional data structure and 
261
In the following sections we examine the ecological interpretation of zeta decline and its 262 parametric form, and introduce the zeta ratio and species retention rate curves built from the zeta 263 ratio. (interpreted as a % using normalised zeta), where large is equivalent to the highest order of zeta 283 expressed in the zeta decline curve.
284
The species shared by global crop pest assemblages declined to approximately zero after 285 only 6 orders, and although the rate of decline in the 'Soil metagenome' data at a micro scale 286 was somewhat slower, it also declined to approximately zero after ~ 10 orders (Fig. 3a) .
287
Ecologically, in both these datasets, the extent of the study exceeds the scale at which 288 communities are structured because the number of shared species declines to zero fairly rapidly. (Appendix S3). Similarly, but using raw zeta, in the 'Trees' data there were a common suite of ~ 301 5 tree species (Fig. 4a) , whereas for 'Sydney birds' there were approximately 40 bird species in 302 common on average across combinations of ten or more sites around Sydney (Fig. 4b) .
303
Intermediate to the other datasets in Fig 3a, illustrates the importance of biologically-driven decisions on how to treat the data pre-analysis,
310
and the study specificity of how zeta decline is interpreted -at least across this widely divergent
311
set of examples that were used to illustrate the array of possible forms of zeta decline. 
The retention rate based on the zeta ratio
314
A measure of OTU retention rate can be calculated using the 'zeta ratio' (e.g. ζ2/ζ1). The comparing the ratios of zeta diversity values (e.g. ζ10/ζ9 vs. ζ2/ζ1), it is therefore possible to assess 320 the extent to which this is the case.
321
Because the average number of shared OTUs declines with increasing numbers of cases
322
(as in zeta decline), a random species shared by i sites has a probability ζi+1/ζi of still being 323 shared by i+1 sites. The zeta ratio plotted against increasing orders is interpreted as the rate (or 324 the probability) at which species are retained in the community as additional cases are included 325 in the comparison. The zeta ratio for a particular order is therefore the probability of retaining (or is interpreted slightly differently to the order in zeta decline. For example, the zeta ratio for order 330 nine is interpreted as the probability of retaining species with an occupancy of nine (present at 331 nine sites) in a tenth site, or the probability that these species remain widespread with the 332 addition of another site.
333
In Fig. 3b , all OTU retention rates start increasing, indicating a rapid loss of rare OTUs 334 and demonstrating that pairwise beta turnover is largely driven by the gain or loss of rare species
335
(consistent with strong modes of rare OTUs, Appendix S5). The probability of retaining common 336 species is much lower for 'Crop pests' than 'Bird bioregions', but the rates of common species 337 retention for both these datasets start to asymptote beyond order 6 (Fig. 3b ). The retention rates 
347
Within a study system the three types of retention rate are likely to be a continuum,
348
shifting from increasing to asymptotic if a core set of common OTUs remain for a particular zeta significance of these will be study dependent, but can generally be interpreted as follows: An (Appendix S3).
361
Examining plots of the zeta ratio expressed as species retention rate curves is particularly 362 useful for visualising turnover at higher orders (which in zeta decline curves may be difficult to 363 distinguish because the values of zeta are low) and highlights potential differences between the 364 zeta declines of related datasets. This is apparent in the 'Acacia herbivore' (beetle) and the
365
DNAm data (Fig. 5b,c) , which revealed patterns at higher zeta orders that were not apparent 366 from the zeta decline curves.
368
Effect of data subsampling scheme on zeta decline and retention rate 369
As outlined above, when applying zeta diversity it is important not only to use an appropriate 370 survey design (as for any ecological study), but also to consider the appropriate data subsampling 371 scheme for the system and question of interest (Fig. 1) . Comparing zeta diversity decline using 372 three data sub-sampling schemes on the 'Trees' and 'Sydney birds' data (Fig. 4) illustrates the 373 shallower rate of decline over all combinations (ALL) and using nearest neighbours (DIR), than 374 using the fixed point origin (FPO). This is a consequence of spatial clustering of species and the 375 continuity of ranges, particularly of the more common species across the transect. This is 376 apparent for both the one-dimensional 'Trees' data ( Fig. 4a) , and the two-dimensional data 377 structure for 'Sydney birds' (Fig. 4b) .
378
Comparing the results from three subsampling schemes on the 'Trees' dataset illustrates 379 the potential ecological value of retention rate curves (Fig. 4a,c) . The zeta retention rate curve is 380 particularly striking, with a rapid decline in the rate of species retention beyond zeta orders 6-9
381
for the DIR and FPO schemes (Fig. 1i, j) . This is not apparent from the zeta decline curve (Fig.   382 3a) nor from the zeta ratio using the ALL scheme (Fig. 4c ). For comparison, the zeta ratio DIR and FPO subsampling schemes (Fig. 4c ). In the 'Trees' data, the retention rate of zeta 398 diversity computed with the appropriate subsampling scheme thus enabled the identification of 399 the ecotone noted by Whittaker (1960) , by better capturing the contribution of common species 400 to turnover along the gradient, in comparison with pairwise beta diversity (equivalent to ζ2).
401
Spatially or environmentally structured sampling schemes affect the form of both the zeta 402 decline and the retention rate. These may therefore be compared with the ALL sub-sampling McGeoch 2014). Estimated using ALL site combinations (Fig. 1a, g ), the parametric form of 413 decline is interpreted as OTUs having the same (exponential) or unequal (power law) probability 414 of being observed across cases.
415
The 'DNAm' data were better fit by an exponential than power law (AIC -39.77 versus -416 18.93), whereas the difference was marginal for 'Crop pests' (AIC -1.96 exponential versus -417 1.47 power law) (Fig. 3c,d ). This result shows, at least for the 'DNAm' data, a lack of structure at any nucleotide site. The two other datasets were better fit by a power law (AIC value 420 differences > 30) (Fig. 3c,d ), demonstrating some structure in the 'Bioregion birds' and 'Soil 421 metagenome' datasets and uneven probabilities in the occurrence of OTUs across cases.
422
Comparatively equal probabilities of the occurrence of species across sites (exponential 
Within-system comparisons of zeta decline
437
In the previous examples (Fig. 3) we contrasted datasets that would not normally be included in 438 the same study, to illustrate the range of possibly forms of zeta diversity decline and retention 439 rate. Here, using raw rather than normalised zeta, we use three examples to compare zeta 440 diversity within individual datasets across different OTU (Fig. 5a, b) or case (Fig. 5c ) groups
441
(using ALL combinations (Fig. 1i) ). (albeit low) probabilities of being found across sites (Fig. 5a ). (Fig. 5b) . Whereas the species retention rate in bugs is increasing, for 462 beetles the retention rate drops beyond zeta order 5 (Fig. 5b) . The probability of retaining beetle 463 species in the assemblage (zeta ratio) beyond order 4 declines rapidly, suggesting complete 464 turnover in the composition of beetles on Acacia within the extent of this study (Fig. 5b) . Low 
497
For orders i > 2, the distances between pairs of n sites are combined using, for example, 
501
Using zeta diversity decay, spatial and temporal compositional similarity for each order 502 of zeta illustrates differences in the form of decay for the rare to more widespread OTUs in the 503 community over time or distance (Fig. 6) . Characteristics of interest are (i) the shape and rate of 504 change (slope) of decay, and how this differs across orders of zeta, (ii) the absolute distance (or 505 time) over which this decay in the similarity of OTU composition occurs, and (iii) the presence 506 or absence of periodicity in the curves. 
Patterns of zeta decay
509
Four general patterns of zeta diversity decay were apparent in the examples used (Fig. 6, 
510
Appendix S4). First, decay was shallow to absent in Fig. 6d ,e across zeta orders 2 to 5. Second,
511
in Fig. 6a ,b decay was evident and monotonic for zeta 2 and to a lesser extent for zeta orders 3-5.
512
Third, decay was markedly periodic in Figs 6c and 6f. Finally, differences in the average value 513 of zeta across zeta orders 3-5 ranged from comparatively large (e.g. Fig. 6b ) to small (e.g. Fig.   514 6a). These patterns are interpreted in the context of their datasets below.
515
The patterns of distance decay for alien and native 'Plants' (Fig. 6a,b) confirm the 516 interpretation of zeta decline for this data set in Fig. 5, i .e. more shallow compositional turnover 517 in aliens than natives. Here, however, the difference in rates of decline are calibrated against 518 distance, enabling scale-specific comparisons of distance decay across species groups. Over 519 distances of 20 km, on average there are 2 -6 alien species shared (across zeta orders), whereas 520 there are fewer than 1 to just over one native species shared by sites this far apart (Fig. 6a,b) . The have broader niches and geographic ranges (Lockwood et al. 2005 ).
529
Patterns of distance decay for 'kelp microbes' differed markedly at the scale examined 530 across the eastern and western bioregions of Australia (Fig. 6c,d ). consequence of plotting decay against the mean distance across the i samples (Fig. 6c,d Castlereagh, 14.81±3.14 at Loddon), compositional similarity was lower (i.e. fewer shared 550 species across years) at Castlereagh than at Loddon River (Fig. 6e, f) . Turnover in assemblage 551 composition was comparatively stable over the course of the drought at Castlereagh (shallow 552 decline in zeta diversity), whereas the temporal decay in similarity was more marked at Loddon, 
562
The differences in zeta decay across zeta orders in these examples illustrates the relative 563 differences in the contributions of rare to more common OTUs to turnover with distance and the zeta ratio and retention rate, the parametric form of zeta decline and zeta decay provide a 589 range of insights on the nature of continuous compositional turnover and the scaling of 590 biodiversity structure. We have also shown how its application reveals patterns of turnover that 591 are not apparent using measures of compositional change for a fixed number of, usually pairwise,
592
cases. The broad range of applications and insights that can be derived using zeta diversity on
593
any incidence matrix will, we hope, also contribute to further development of general theory on 594 the scaling of biotic heterogeneity.
595
In spite of substantial focus on biodiversity change over the recent period (Butchart et al. provided by decomposing compositional change into richness and replacement components (e.g.
601
Baselga 2010, 2013), future progress in modelling and hypothesis testing using zeta diversity 
